equally imply a concern with decorum of a kind more flattering to artists, namely, that a statue which a viewer comes to see is, like an actual person, granted greater respect -'più stimata et più riguardata' as he puts it -than one that 'comes to see' the viewer. In either case Riccio grants a striking agency to the object of the kind that the anthropologist Alfred Gell has argued can indeed be attributed to works of 'high art' status that were not explicitly intended to have ritual functions. 6 It is rare for such concern with the implications of the placement of a sculpture to be recorded, even in a republic in which sculpture procured with public money had to answer directly to the interests of the government and the citizenry. The present article, which aims to open up some of the artistic and conceptual implications of placing freestanding statues on substantial pedestals, has to draw on a variety of less direct sources, as well as on surviving visual evidence. Contemporary documents may refer to ceremonial or other codified actions in civic and private spaces that were ornamented by works on pedestals and indirectly inform our understanding of the formal, spatial and symbolic aspects of pedestals supporting statues at different moments in their public life. Analysing the semantic structure of a sculptural ensemble while acknowledging changing contingencies of site and sponsorship, illuminates the ways in which pedestals were conceived and indicate how they could be used to inform and attempt to stabilise the meaning of the figure they sustained. In some cases, such as the pedestals for small all'antica bronzes, or the base of the ancient 'Idolino' statue discussed below, the production of a ceremonial or even cultic framework for the sculpture is less a matter of immediate 'context' than an active construction of the imagery of the base. Here ritual significance is conferred or invoked through an imaginative and mythologizing appeal to knowledgeable viewers. Beyond the work itself, one of the most direct ways in which such an expanded imaginative framework may be accessed is in relation to the representation of bases in graphic, relief or painted forms or in contemporary enactments for special occasions. This aspect can only be touched on within this article but has been, and will be, extended elsewhere. 7 Within such a wide field as sculpted bases, supports for freestanding statues are already a restricted category. As Weil-Garris Brandt has stressed, pedestals of the 'classical type' that presented a statua -the stand-alone, predominantly male, figure -were relatively rare in the Renaissance compared to the great array of dependent statues and reliefs intended to be read against skylines, on finials, within niches or otherwise subordinate to buildings. 8 The present study focuses in still further on bases for works in bronze, both ancient and modern. Modern bronzes, especially when designed on a life-size scale, were exceptionally costly and difficult to make and, as prize commissions for Renaissance sculptors, were arguably the most prestigious sculptural form of the period. Bronzes, which were already the most admired ancient works in the Middle Ages, were re-valued in the fifteenth century in light of changing conceptions of the forms and uses of statues in the ancient world. Unsurprisingly, it is above all in centres that promoted humanistic study that the most ambitious examples were produced or displayed. This is surely a major reason why plinths for bronzes, not least those of equestrian monuments, were, from the early Quattrocento onwards, the objects of special investment of time and money, and of artistic and literary invention.
My initial observations relate broadly to pedestals of the period from the early Quattrocento to the mid Cinquecento in general; thereafter I address five principal case studies, chronologically ordered, that show how such issues may be applied specifically to bronze sculptures embedded in varying cultural contexts with their own more or less complex histories. While for reasons of economy I omit the category of the equestrian monument, I include one example of a liturgical work, the monumental Paschal candelabrum for the Santo in Padua. With this I wish to demonstrate how a work whose function was ostensibly quite distinct from the 'Standbild' was similarly informed by a rhetorical and civic framework that valued physical and intellectual elevation, elaboration and beauty, as a sign of honour. In this instance the eloquence of the pedestal was cultivated to present the paschal candle as a substitute for a sacred body, a productive slippage that alerts us to some of the wider implications of the plinth function in this period.
Despite the aesthetic and historical importance of pedestals, art historical studies devoted to them remain rather rare.
9 This is partly a result of such works' vulnerability to removal and loss, or alienation from their original figural partners. But the problem runs deeper and relates, ultimately, to their subordinate function. Intended to draw attention to the work they support, they are destined both structurally and aesthetically to be overlooked. More recently, the photograph as an art historical tool has served pedestals, even more than picture frames, especially badly. The simplest way to bring a sculpted figure into an aesthetic (and legible) proximity to a reader is to crop the image and excise the base. The problem is further exacerbated in traditional monographic studies by issues concerning 'originality'. Pedestals are easily sidelined through being defined as later additions and/or the work of a different sculptor. Such a distinction can produce an anachronistic and unhelpful division between sculpted figures and their historical supports as well as underplaying the implications of changing modes of display. Pedestals after all can usefully be considered as tributes to the works they sustain as well as a means of securing certain responses to them. This tribute may be directly in the hands of the sculptor of the statue, more often it is not, and thus the base constitutes a key ingredient in the reception history of the statue.
In terms of the history of sculpture, the tracking of the typology of Renaissance bases and their development remains a pressing task, one recently broached within a broader historical 9 For the Renaissance see Wilhelm von Bode, 'Die Ausbildung des Sockels bei den Büsten der italienischen Renaissance', Amtliche Berichte aus dem preussischen Kunstsammlungen, 40, 1918-9, 110-120; ibid. 'Rahmen und Sockel zur Zeit der Renaissance', Kunst und Künstler, 17, 1918- overview by Nicholas Penny. 10 Some art historians have examined the relation of the pedestal to the sustained figure, or to other site-specific factors in discussing particular works of the Renaissance. The productiveness and significance of such research is best illustrated by Francesco Caglioti's meticulous and illuminating reconstructions of the magnificent bases of Donatello's David and Judith together with their lost inscriptions (figs. 18 and 21). 11 Beyond the monographic, an approach that similarly takes into account artistic practice, but is not restricted to it, permits the relationship of sculpted bases to exigencies of site, as well as political and cultural investment, to emerge with greater clarity. One of the chief studies to do this is Kathleen Weil-Garris Brandt's 'On Pedestals' devoted to the innovative sixteenth-century installation of statues in the Piazza della Signoria in Florence, the greatest public forum for the display of modern freestanding sculpture in Renaissance Italy. 12 The current study, while much indebted to these researches, is directed rather towards a broader understanding of the act of placing statues on plinths in early modern Italy, and in Florence especially. The inspiration for this research is ultimately drawn not from art history but from the work of a social historian, Richard Trexler, whose Public Life in Renaissance Florence used the tools of anthropology to describe and interpret the actions of Quattrocento citizens. 13 Emphasising Florentines' changing ceremonial and ritual gestures and the central importance ascribed to sustaining personal and collective honour, Trexler was able to expose the performatory and ritualised aspects of the city's major sites in a way that transformed the understanding of their social and political significance. Seen within this ritual framework, pedestals -whatever else they may do -quintessentially express the desire to do honour, and 'produce' honour, within public, sacred and, less frequently, private space. Controversially, Trexler saw this desire as born from anxiety as to the city's legitimacy rather than from any self-confidence -a self-confidence that such structures frequently sought to project. For scholars concerned with the visual self-presentation of the city, such as Volker Breidecker and Marvin Trachtenberg, Florence has also lent itself to sustained analysis because of the ideologically driven eloquence of its urban fabric, and particularly its public monuments, over centuries of political upheaval.
14 Similarly, my own study emphasises the rhetorical work of the pedestal, addressing how these supporting structures could articulate the interests of the different individuals and social groups who commissioned them, designed them and subsequently moved them about. The range of attitudes of those who looked at them, sometimes against the grain, is self-evidently more difficult to access in a milieu where public discourse, controlled by the cultural and political elite, was overwhelmingly encomiastic.
Terminology
Sources directly describing supports for sculpture and similar furnishings for works of art can tell us something about how their function was understood, even if they say relatively little about their forms. It is significant indeed that, for Quattrocento and Cinquecento viewers, a generic term existed that could encompass all such features as pedestals and frames in works of painting and sculpture: that word, used in the discussion over the installation of the David, was 'ornamento'. Tellingly 'ornamento' ('ornato', 'fornamento') drew together physically dissimilar types of furnishing that are separated in modern terminology, though distinctions of specific function were evidently recognised. 15 The term ornamento, as it appears frequently in contracts with artists and other contemporary documents, refers to the auxiliary and beautifying function of the pedestal or frame; it did not, however, share the modern implication of the merely decorative. 16 Ornamental furnishings, whether fixed or temporary, were taken as readily legible signs of worth and honour and therefore of considerable significance. 17 An ornamento was not superficial, still less extraneous, to that which it ornamented, but intrinsic and even characterising. The theoretical position of ornament and framing in this light has increasingly become the subject of latterday critical analysis. Originating in Kant's later, problematically absolute, distinction of ornament as parergon ('outside the work') in the 1790 Critique of Judgement -and thus as extrinsic to complete representation -the 'supplementary' status of ornament has been variously revised. 18 In relation to later Renaissance art, Rebecca Zorach has emphasised both the abundant application of and restriction on, ornament to define place within social hierarchy and as sign of control, even domination. 19 While the issues for earlier Renaissance art are not identical, the link between ornament and what one might term an aesthetic of the triumphal already emerges by the 1450s. Furthermore, historical sources indicate the key value for patrons of ornamenti. Contracts for altarpieces, for example, show that the carved frame or framing elements (usually referred to as the ornamento or ornamenti), were subject to detailed requirements and often accounted for a large proportion of the total price of the work. Acknowledged here is the conception of the altarpiece as a complete physical entity whose mode of presentation, its framing, was as significant for its reception as the choice and placement of figures. Equally the attributes of saints to be represented within the workthat which made them recognisable as individuals -might sometimes be called their ornamenti. 20 There are a number of inflections to the range of Italian words used to describe the pedestal, defined broadly as an architectonic support for a figure or object, and there is some commonality, if no absolute consistency, in their usage. The word 'piedistallo', from 'piede' (foot, from the Latin 'pede') and 'stallo' (a stall or place, from the German), was intermittently applied to bases for sculpture but was in common use for a stand-alone furnishing that acted as a support, hence we find a 'piedistallo di lib. 80' in the main audience room of the Medici palace in Pisa in 1492, valued substantially at 15 florins. 22 The 'pedestal' type was also used to characterise a form of luxury plate, namely a basin or bowl with an elevated stand (eg. 'uno bacino da piedistallo, d'ottone'). 23 The more common description for any type of support, regardless of size, was simply 'foot': 'piede' or 'piè', ('pede' in latin inventories).
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Reliquary bases and the stands made for ancient cups, vases and other precious vessels, are often described in this way. Both represent important sub-genres of the pedestal in the Renaissance and in their different ways represent invitations to honour, and signal ownership of, precious, magical or sacred objects. 'Piedistallo' as it was most often used, as an architectural term, was, and still is, applied to the raised support which sustains a column. 25 The Greek word 'plinth' was also employed in architectural treatises for a low, square support beneath a column base, but the word could serve on occasion to describe a base for a statue. 26 By the sixteenth century, the more generic 'base': 'basamento' or 'imbasamento' deriving, again, from architectural terminology for the lowest part of a building or column support, was the term most frequently applied to the pedestal for a statue.
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Other terms could be employed to characterise supports for objects of distinctive scale or function. Thus the eight metre high base for Donatello's bronze equestrian monument to Gattamelata in Padua was referred to in contemporary records of the project as a 'pilastro' or pier, a word that acknowledged its architectural substance and distinctive elongated cross- 28 From an early moment, and right into the sixteenth century, Donatello's David and Judith monuments were referred to as 'columns', a term responding to the form of their pedestals. 29 At the other end of the spectrum the silver base for a reliquary head of Sant'Attaviano made by Antonio del Pollaiuolo is described in a list of spoils from the cathedral sacristy at Volterra as a 'ceppo' meaning a block or stand. 30 The word might have enjoyed a further resonance as the support for a head since 'ceppo' was also the term used for the executioner's block. 31 The point remains that such occasional nomenclature often depended on the available vocabulary of the writer, rather than representing an established terminology.
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The rhetorical address of the Renaissance pedestal In the case of the pedestal, one of the main attractions for focussing on the early to high Renaissance is the relatively brief but significant triumph of ornamental, and occasionally extremely high and prominent bases, as furnishings for the revived type of freestanding sculpture pioneered in Florence. Representations of pedestals, some more imaginative than probable, also feature significantly in paintings, manuscript illustration and prints of this period, in ways that reveal the ubiquity of ornamental richness as a cultural signifier. It is noticeable that, in designing a wide range of objects whether candelabra, 'feet' for reliquaries, fountains, holy water stoups and other forms of functional vessel, craftsmen of this period, with the encouragement of patrons, often built taller and broader. Memorable examples are the silver and gilded reliquaries of the most powerful churches of Florence, Bologna and Padua. 33 More interestingly, these designers also gave a new, or renewed, monumentality and iconographic richness to their works. Hence the aforementioned Paschal candlestick produced by Andrea Riccio for the Franciscan pilgrimage church of the Santo, Padua ( fig. 11 ), has earned a place in more prestigious histories of bronze sculpture rather than that of liturgical metalwork.
A new elaboration of ornament, unsurprising in itself in societies increasingly dominated by aristocratic ideals, was accompanied by a greater articulacy. Choices of form and decoration were never incidental even if their message could, in some cases, amount to little more than a general association of the object, its maker and its owner with the perceived achievements of ancient civilisation. It would be difficult to construct a history of the 'freestanding' pedestal 28 in this period, not least because pedestals did not answer directly to one another in time, as statues clearly did; pedestals answer, first and foremost, to the object they sustain. What one finds in this untidy category is rather a heterogeneous series of cross-fertilisations, often taking place between objects of different function -from statue base to fountain and water stoup, from candelabrum to column, with sculptors responding, in a spirit of emulation or assimilation, to the inventions of their peers ancient and modern.
The appearance of 'triumphal' and ornamental bases coincides with a shift in the nature of élite culture and the exercise and representation of power. It is to this shift that the Florentine sculptor-architect Antonio Averlino, called Filarete, spoke when, in the early 1460s, he devised his architectural treatise as a fictional dialogue with his Sforza patron, the princely ruler of Milan. 34 The treatise proposes the planning, ornamentation and festive life of an ideal city that is designed, both discursively and artistically, to imply the knowledge, magnificence and superiority of its ruler. In its tirelessly elaborated public buildings, monuments and squares we find a consistent fascination with ingenious ornaments, abundance and height, almost without regard for antique 'correctness', proportion or even civic decorum. Filarete was concerned above all with architectural and sculptural features -such as columnar fountains decorating urban courtyards and piazzas -that would impress by their exalted proportions and be understood as outpourings of educated princely munificence.
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A similarly telling but more specific historical instance of the prevailing taste is granted by an episode retold by the humanist Antonio Bonfini. Praising the progress through Italy of Beatrice of Aragon to her consort King Matthias Corvinus in Hungary, Bonfini makes a point of describing in detail the preciousness and costly scale of the goldsmith ware that Beatrice laid out to impress her hosts en route. 36 At the magnificent court of Urbino, this overtly competitive ritual involved the display of an inventive salt cellar-cum-jewel box crowned with a flowering tree and of a massive gold pitcher in the shape of a dragon with a mother of pearl body that 'stood upon a very lofty tripod base'. 37 Bonfini framed his account on the one side by noting the 'wonder' shown even by such a connoisseur as the Duke of Urbino and, on the other, by Beatrice's subsequent (implicitly Neapolitan) reform of the dining arrangements and life-style of the Hungarian court. The reform produced what was a nuanced, hierarchical -and widely resented -distancing of the ruler from his courtiers. Thus the loftiness of the highly crafted, costly piece of tableware becomes symbolic of the imposition of a whole new protocol, if not exactly a new social order.
The operative decorum here was not directly transferable to a republican context, yet oligarchic and territorial Florence, a republic until 1512, was increasingly subject to the control of a single family. The Quattrocento Medici belonged to a competitive, mercantile patrician class in which they stood out both for their wealth, and for the degree to which they progressively identified themselves with, and translated to their own interests, symbols and forms of behaviour borrowed from aristocratic regimes and from imperial Rome.
Significantly, with their commission of works to Donatello, Cosimo de' Medici and his son Piero introduced the first high, columnar, freestanding bronze sculptures into the space of their palazzo in a way that demonstrated their residence's semi-public status. In the same early period of ascendancy, which ended with the Pazzi Conspiracy in 1478, the streets of Florence were the stage for highly inventive allegorical triumphs ('trionfi') and other vertiginous 'edifizi'. These floats, which were paraded for civic feasts enriched and transformed the ritual self-presentation of the city, as did extravagantly high 'ceri' or wax offerings dedicated by Florence's subject towns and other institutions. 38 In the surviving Italian republics, including what Philippe de Commynes referred to as 'the most triumphal' Venice, princely and imperial models that lent nobility and legitimacy to the state and its leading families were freely adopted. Indeed it is clear that in the majority of centres, regardless of their political structure, long traditions of family rivalry and the tensions produced by social mobility were major factors in sustaining an inflationary demand for elaborate signs of public honour. Not the least of these signs was the vertical elaboration afforded by the pedestal, a form that appears centre-stage in images of triumphs ( fig. 1 ) and occasionally even in religious art and narrative scenes of the period. Rivalry at an institutional level was another major motivating force.
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The transforming power of the pedestal Evidently the significance of the pedestal derives in great measure from its dependence on the worth of the figures, images and objects it sustained. But the relationship between support and supported is always a dialectical one in which power or legitimacy does not flow in just one direction. Renaissance pedestals were designed to have a constructive or constitutive role, elevating the image both literally and metaphorically. For it was always hoped that an honoured image or relic -in other words one given recognition by its magnificent display --would remain or even become efficacious. Such was clearly the case for the carved fragment of the True Cross owned by the Florentine Baptistery: its great silver cross reliquary was ordered in 1457 on the basis that the relic was 'not ornamented as it should be and in its present state is not obvious to many and no-one knows that it is wood of the Cross.' 40 The presentational function of the pedestal has a strong temporal and performative aspect to it, not least because, like a throne or a cloth of honour, the pedestal physically produces the effect of a moment held and preserved for contemplation against time. Indeed frames and pedestals, though they may include narrative scenes, are intrinsically anti-narrative features that both contain and immobilise. In this respect, they function in a similar way to furnishings used in the elaborately staged religious and diplomatic rituals of the period. They transform protagonists -even when shown at a culminating moment of action -into exempla, actors into icons and allow new meanings to be articulated or brought forth in ways that narrative might otherwise impede or obviate. A number of painters and sculptors of the Renaissance deliberately play either with or against this stabilising aspect of the base: Andrea Mantegna did so, for example, by arresting iconic figures as though they were statues (the St. Sebastian in Vienna, and especially that in the Louvre, ( fig. 2) 40 Archivio di Stato di Firenze, Carte Strozziane, ser. II, 51, f.216 recto (f. 224 new style), 'non è ornato come si richiede e stando in quella maniera non è manifesto a molti e nessuno sa che sia legno della Crocie…' either to transgress or seemingly ignore its boundaries, as for example, in the lost Dovizia, where the nymph-like personification was captured in mid stride, as though at any moment she might walk off her column. 41 At the very beginning of the Quattrocento, Filippo Brunelleschi had demonstrated the potential liturgical resonance of the pedestal at the very centre of his bronze competition relief for the first set of Baptistery doors ( fig. 3 ). Here an altar (shown as a kind of furnace) supports the naked boy Isaac who is held, statue-like, on the brink of sacrifice. The altar-aspedestal is further elaborated with a relief scene within the relief featuring rare, and potentially mystifying, iconography ( fig. 4 ). It seems to show an Annunciation by Abraham to his seated wife Sarah with the 'redeemed' son rising half-length at the centre, as from the waters of Baptism. 42 The tiny and terrible drama of the boy Isaac in Brunelleschi's relief stands at the beginning of a much more prominent history of Florentine sculptures in which 'redemptive' acts of violent death are performed on pedestals, pedestals which could thus also support connotations of an altar: Donatello's Judith slaying Holofernes, Baccio Bandinelli's Hercules and Cacus, Benvenuto Cellini's Perseus brandishing the Gorgon's head. 43 As Weil-Garris has pointed out, Leon Battista Alberti claimed in his treatise on architecture that in antiquity statues were set up on six-foot high altars and he frequently employed the term 'ara' or 'arula' (little altar) as an appropriate word to refer to a dado or pedestal either beneath a column or a statue. 44 It is interesting in this light that Cesare Cesariano's illustrated Vitruvius edition of 1521 employs a richly ornamented Roman funerary altar as the pedestal for a Doric column. 45 In practice, objects such as pedestals not only inflected what they supported but were themselves transformed over time. This might be intentional if, for example, they formed part of the paraphernalia of honour that surrounded actual figureheads, like the rostra supplied for ambassadorial visits, or when pedestals formed part of tableau for major feast days. But even when supporting permanent sculpture, the movements, removals or adaptations of pedestals are as telling of societal shifts as any 'original' function, especially when that function had been to stabilise or fix a place and a meaning (perhaps simply as work of art). It is clear that, in the case of sculpted pedestals, such changes are symptomatic of attempts to manipulate or reorientate the meaning of the potent symbols they sustained. Pedestals might be deliberately removed when a statue was transferred and put to a new purpose. Donatello's bronze David, for example, became definitively detached from its base -and from any public significance -when it was eventually transferred to the Medici Granducal residence at Palazzo Pitti and installed as an overmantel feature. 46 The despoiled pedestal as a relic signifying the overthrow of an overweening regime is a familiar and potent image, and already used by Renaissance painters. 47 But temporary changes could also be significant. We know, for example, that the same David, together with its base, was co-opted into an ephemeral staging (apparato) while still installed in the courtyard of the Medici palace on the via Larga. At the marriage celebrations of Lorenzo de' Medici, recounted by Marco Parenti to Filippo Strozzi in 1469, the pedestal was the very centrepiece of the arrangement: 'there was no sideboard [credenziera] for the silverware, only tall counters covered with tablecloths in the middle of the courtyard around that beautiful column on which is the bronze David, and in the four corners, four brass basins for cups, and behind these [central] counters stood people administering wine and water.' 48 Here the column and its statue constituted the high, fixed, axis of a symmetrical display designed to produce a decorative unity in the ritualised space of the courtyard. At the same time the structure became rhetorically associated with Medici magnanimity as a fount around which the activities of the guests revolved. The pedestal defined a place of circulation and beneficence. When, in 1495, the Florentine government wanted to re-direct the meaning of Donatello's Judith sculpture, which had been removed from the Medici garden beyond that courtyard, they not only re-sited it but permanently changed the inscription on its base. 49 So potent could statuary be as a site of political and cultural debate that by the first years of the sixteenth century we even encounter the extraordinary phenomenon of the Pasquino, the fragmentary Roman sculpture on a simple base that was dressed up for the feast day of St. Mark, adopting each time a new mythological identity and a new voice. 50 Here the verse 'pasquinades', which were periodically attached around the group and its pedestal, made the statue the protean mouthpiece of the most varied and 'occasional' wit, satire and dissent, working strongly against the notion of triumphal permanence and commemoration. Although in the early period the sculpted base was rarely used as a site for the explicit inscription of artistic agency -the patron's concerns took precedence -specific sculptors and painters were highly influential in developing the communicative power of the base and in posing new questions to divert or alert an attentive viewer. The pedestal was intrinsically inviting as a site of artistic fantasia and invention for the very reason that its design was unlikely to be subject to detailed requirements from patronal bodies. Though the sculptor might be bound by the need to accommodate inscriptions, emblems or stories required by the terms of commission, a certain freedom in devising the embellishment of the base can be presumed and, with it, the possibility for a claim to artistic licence.
Medici column monuments
With regard to the taste for ornate bases all'antica, as in so many other respects, works by Donatello emerge repeatedly as formative. In particular Donatello's renowned bronze sculptures for the Medici palace and garden provide exemplary material for addressing the potential of Renaissance pedestals as mediators and interpreters.
52 Already in the sixteenth century it is largely à propos of Donatello's work and, to a lesser extent, of other Medici sculpture, that Giorgio Vasari devotes any attention at all to the character of sculpted bases in the Vite. It is significant that not only were these works conceived of as freestanding statues, and therefore possessing great ethical as well as aesthetic force, but cast in bronze. 53 It is above all ancient bronzes and their modern relatives that merited the most elevated and distinguished pedestals. Freestanding figures with supports that advertised their physical, if not visual, independence from architecture, and so elevated as to appear columnar were a novelty in the fifteenth century and, as such, the implications of this development merit special consideration in terms of the rhetoric of the pedestal.
A detailed consideration of the appearance and placement of the lost pedestal of the David (fig. 5, Museo Nazionale del Bargello, Florence), ascribed by Vasari to Desiderio da Settignano is a task both too complex and reiterative to be tackled in this article. Significantly, sources recording inscriptions on the pedestal of this sculpture while in the Medici palace courtyard and of the later Judith bronze in the Medici garden, analysed below, refer to them as 'columns' and therefore implicitly as objects with a monumental, even ceremonial, connotation. As Caglioti has elaborated, it was as column monuments that these statues, and not just their pedestals, were explicitly characterised in the Quattrocento. Removed after the ousting of the Medici in 1494, both works were famously re-installed at the Florentine town hall. One of several precise records of the event reads: 'Antonio Manetti being Gonfaloniere, that column where Judith slays Holofernes was placed on the ringhiera. On the 29 th of December was placed in the courtyard of the Palazzo della Signoria the column of David which was taken from the house of Piero di Lorenzo de' Medici'. 55 The transfer of these complete ensembles from the 'casa' to the 'palazzo' is highly eloquent: marking a transition from a family residence presented as a centre of power to the public place of renewed republican rule and of two centuries of civic representation. 56 The sculptures, though newly dedicated to a pristine res publica resonated clearly as a display of spoils. 57 The memory of their previous lives was further guaranteed by the retention of their Medici-commissioned pedestals. In view of this history, it may indeed have seemed ominous when the base of the David was struck by lightning in its new location in 1511. 58 While its date and earliest situation have been debated, we know that with its installation in the courtyard of the new Medici palace in the 1450s, the David gained a Latin titulus and a pedestal, encompassing what was probably itself a piece of spoliated ancient marble. The latter consisted of a variegated red marble column, set upon a more visually 'open' white marble element supported by corner 'harpies' -apparently variations of the Roman sphinx type -and further decorated with tendrils in bronze. The former, as is by now well known, read: 'The victor is whoever defends the fatherland / God crushes the wrath of an enormous foe./ Behold! a boy overcame a great tyrant / Conquer, oh citizens!'. The inscription thus helped to justify the scale and elaboration of the pedestal. 59 As Caglioti argues, the titulus surely postdated the 1454 arrival of the humanist Gentile de' Becchi (c. 1425-1497) as priest and tutor in Cosimo de' Medici's household, since the inscriptions beneath both 60 Speaking to Medici political interests, the verse inscriptions allowed these works to enter into a tradition of 'eloquent' Florentine civic representations in the public sphere for which expository tituli had been composed, thus claiming for the new commissions a similarly broad audience. 61 As elements that required reading front and back, if not necessarily around, the bases, the epigrams would also have reinforced the invitation provided by the columnar pedestals (and David's laurel garland) to circulate about the figures and admire them from multiple angles. 62 The pedestals, indeed, served as the visual equivalent to Gentile Becchi's rhetorical injunctions to 'Behold!'. In each case victories over Israelite enemies, described as taking place in the past, were held up as both visually striking and vital to contemporaries, whether those 'citizens' were already under Medici protection or were to be persuaded into the fold.
The pedestals, tall and inscribed, strongly reinforced the celebratory evaluation of David and Judith as victors. In part this was a simple matter of elevation: the higher the column, the greater the honour to the victor. Columns were quite frequently set up in commemoration of Christian 'victories' in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, but it was also well known that ancient victors had been honoured with columnar monuments like that of Trajan (from whose giant pedestal derives the garland on which the hero David stands), or like the Roman equestrian monument, a genre that Donatello reworked for the mercenary captain, 'Gattamelata', at Padua (1447-53). 63 When Alberti referred to freestanding columns in his contemporary architectural treatise it was as public monumenta in an appropriately rich idiom. Recommending that columns be raised on steps and use superimposed pedestals (arae), Alberti suggests a further intervening plinth 'to make the work higher and more beautiful'. This could then be ornamented with celebratory allegories such as Victoria, Gloria or Fama and the pedestal be decorated above with gilded bronze. 64 In a Florentine context, the pedestal of the gilded bronze David, apparently the first of its type, also looks symptomatic of a more general inflation in honorary forms and gestures found not just in humanist writing but in civic manifestations of the period. 65 Already in 1429 one viewer of the great Epiphany procession remarked on the impressive altitude at which 'David' managed to remain standing on his triumphal car following the procession of the Magi. 66 observed, from the mid Trecento onwards, a number of Florence's most important civic feasts were instituted as 'memories of victories' over both foreign enemies and, in the case of the feast of St. Anne for example, over internal tyranny. 67 This celebratory, but also militant, patriotic and exhortatory rhetoric attaching to the David and to the later Judith group was a major aspect of their public, civic appeal both at the Medici palace and at the town hall after 1495 -even though, by then, the Medici themselves had been toppled from their pedestal and re-constructed as negative exemplars of internal tyranny. 68 Statues raised on columns were, as in Venice, Siena or Este-governed Ferrara, associated strongly with the presence of princely authority and the exercise of Justice -political and ethical ideals worthy of being 'looked up' to as well as feared. 69 The David and Judith bronzes confronted viewers with either the spectacle or aftermath of execution, certainly not judicial, but presented as just. Such a construction is what enabled Niccolò Risorboli, in an encomiastic canzone identified by Randolph, to read the David as a kind of allegory of the overcoming of the Pitti-Neroni conspiracy (1466). 70 This was, naturally, a later imposition upon Donatello's statue of a kind designed to ingratiate Risorboli with Piero de' Medici, but the reading responds to the highly communicative and rhetorical character of Donatello's sculpture as a column monument. Column statues, as objects isolated within a larger urban scene, were designed to command attention and, when located in a space of circulation, they produced not just a compositional centre but a centre of power; they were sites from which passers-by or visitors might feel watched over but also over-seen.
There is a further, less straightforwardly political, discourse of power pertaining to the sculpture on a high pedestal, in which the David, as a nude figure in a classicising pose and material was particularly implicated. Heckscher argued eloquently in the case of the ancient bronzes collected in the Middle Ages at the Lateran in Rome that the combination of the figure and column brought with it connotations not only of justice but also, unavoidably, of 'pagan idol'. 71 While actual ancient statues were frequently preserved, even treasured in the Christian era, pagan idols on high pedestals -inviting the worship of the figure as if it were animate -asked to be toppled. 72 73 Pagan images could continue to provoke emotive responses when given exalted positions, however temporary. Thus in his description of the 1454 procession for the feast of San Giovanni (in the decade the David was mounted in the Medici palace courtyard), Matteo Palmieri tells us that a 'German' spectator was so incensed by one of the pagan tableaux that he climbed on to the representation of the Roman Temple of Peace, took down the 'idolo' and threw it into the piazza before doing the same to the emperor Octavian. 74 It seems significant, though, that Palmieri singled out the iconoclast as a foreigner. The tableau was considered a perfectly acceptable fiction by the Florentine festaiuoli who designed the parade: the float was to be received as an episode within a Christian salvation history; it was also designed to entertain the crowd and be admired. A decade or so later, the draughtsman of the so-called Florentine Picture Chronicle, working in a similar vernacular idiom, depicted the statue of the Golden Calf upon a magnificent, isolated column with Donatellesque linguiform ornament ( fig. 6 ). Both idol and column are raised upon a broad low vase with a victory garland, rather like that of Donatello's David. 75 What the draughtsman offers is aesthetic admiration for the 'pagan' pedestal. A similar instance of artistic enjoyment of the idol already in the 1450s has been pointed out by Patricia Fortini Brown who noted the visual interest firmly centred on the statue of Bacchus and his almost absurdly large, ornate pedestal at the expense of the figure of the saint in the St. Apollonia destroying a Pagan Idol, a panel attributed to Antonio Vivarini.
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By the 1450s when the bronze and gold David gained its new pedestal, it seems the sculpture would benefit, rather than suffer, from comparison with 'pagan' practices of displaying statuary. The Desiderio pedestal helped to inscribe the ideal viewer as an admiring devotee of antiquity and its cultic images, images that were appreciable for their beauty and artifice. 77 The idol-like quality of the David was evidently not dependent on its explicit agency as an Old Testament exemplar but enabled it rather, alluringly, to command a space and draw the gaze in a manner not dissimilar from those elevated and perspectivally-centred pagan idols in Jacopo Bellini's drawing books of this period. 78 The David's elevation, naturalism and other sensuous similarities to a work such as the Roman bronze Spinario, not only provoked admiration as 'art', they likewise helped to make the flattering case for Florence as the new Rome.
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The figure's dependence on the pedestal for its command over the viewer has been incontrovertibly demonstrated by the recent provision of a high columnar support to a new copy of the David bronze in the Bargello. In addition to the positive, heroic enhancement to the body offered by the view from below, the dialectical structure of the figure-pedestal relationship is also highlighted by the negative suggestion of the fearfulness and 'baseness' of the pedestal. The appropriately female-gendered harpy/sphinxes designed by Desiderio at the base of the pedestal could be read as a kind of 'other' to the holy and virile exemplar. This is no simple equation, however, since not only might the Old Testament hero's actions themselves inspire both 'love and fear' but the harpy/sphinxes, as guardians of the monument, were not presented simply as fearful hybrids.
80 If Caglioti's persuasive identification of sculptural fragments in the Chigi-Saracini and Museo Horne is correct, the creatures from the lost base appeared not only beautiful and protective, but positively beatific.
Desiderio showed himself here a masterly interpreter if not a simple amanuensis of Donatello. The oppositional relationships that are set up, yet also questioned, in the David bronze, operate both internally to the bronze itself and, in parallel, between the hero and his pedestal. Such relationships are elaborated in less subtle terms in Donatello's second freestanding bronze for the Medici. The Judith slaying Holofernes ( fig. 7 , Palazzo Vecchio, Florence) is a work that Vasari credited to Donatello in its entirety and though once dismissed as a later addition, its pedestal has been shown to have a good claim to be that designed by the sculptor himself. 81 It takes the form of a simple but very large doublebaluster carved from grey granite sandwiched between two white marble drums. The absolutely novel baluster shape (only Castagno's fictive version in the equestrian fresco of Niccolò da Tolentino pre-dates it) represents a radical simplification of a Roman candelabrum form -such that it hardly resembles one -and re-iterates, in more robust kind, the slender free-standing double balusters incorporated at each corner of the triangular cast 78 See the British Museum Drawings Nook, f. 97 with a nude figure on a columnar fountain especially the opening with soldiers looking up at a pagan idol, where the right hand page shows a statue (now barely legible) on a Corinthian column raised on a hexagonal base (Louvre Drawings Book , f. 47); also the folio of polygonal temple containing a pagan idol (Louvre Drawing Book, f. 53). 79 The Spinario was arguably also a column figure even before its transfer to the Capitol, see Chiara Frugoni, 'L'antichità: dai 'Mirabilia' alla propaganda politica', in ed. Salvatore Settis, Memoria dell'Antico nell'arte italiana, I, L'uso dei classici, 1984, at 14 and fig. 2 . 80 In the later sixteenth-century Junius (Emblemata, 1565) interpreted the sphinx as a symbol of God: both virginal and fierce, to be loved and feared (Margaret Aston, The King's Bedpost: Reformation and Iconography in a Tudor Group Portrait, Cambridge, 1993, 86 and fig. 68 ). The inscription with the sphinx emblem reads 'Mysteris addicta Memphis ade pro sacra / Sphingem biformeme dedicavit, symbolum Dei. Amato numen ceu piis mite, ac placabile: Rursus time, ut vindex inexorabile impii'. 81 Caglioti, Donatello, I, 89-100. base of the bronze group. 82 Vasari wrote of it admiringly: 'similarly the base, which is a granite baluster of a simple Order is full of grace and pleasing to the eye'. 83 Contrary to claims that the pedestal is a palimpsest, technical evidence has shown that the baluster and the lower marble drum were carved to fit one another and must both, therefore, have been made either in 1495, which does not accord with the sources, or before Donatello's death in 1466. 84 The strigilated motif of the base, originating in works by Brunelleschi and deriving principally from Roman funerary art, is common in Medicean works of the 1440s to 1460s such as the altar of the tabernacle at SS. Annunziata (1449) and tomb pier of Cosimo de'Medici in the crypt of Saan Lorenzo. It seems likely, indeed, that Donatello's more knowledgeable viewers could have recognised the S-fluting of the lower drum as connected with funerary altars or sarcophagi and thus appropriate to the imagery of death and salvation represented by the Judith. Some further external weight to Caglioti's case for a 1460s date for the base may be brought by the pedestal form used to support the burning figure of Febilla, in an early Florentine print of a legend of Virgil the sorcerer. 85 The combination of baluster form and fluted drum in the engraving probably recalls the slightly earlier Judith. With the contemporaneousness of the base to the statue established, an argument for a distinct formal and thematic continuity between the pedestal and the bronze it supports is strengthened.
The sculpture is most often referred to as 'Judith' in contemporary sources, and simply as 'a woman' in the dedicatory inscription originally appended to one side of the pedestal by its commissioner: 'Public health. Piero de' Medici son of Cosimo, has dedicated this statue of a woman to the union of fortitude and liberty, so that the citizens should be brought back with an unvanquished and constant spirit to the defence of the Republic'. 86 Though this nomination implies that Holofernes is effectively an attribute, Donatello devoted half of Judith's standing height to the dying body of the assassinated general and the dialectic which operates between them as victor and vanquished is, I would argue, formally and symbolically played out in the pedestal. Vasari's evaluation of the base in terms of 'grazia' alerts us to the potentially 'womanly' quality of the double-baluster form, whose sinuous profile is ingeniously extended into the ornament of the lower drum.
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There is also a clear sense in which the double-baluster refers to two distinct and opposed bodies. Judith rises above her enemy, strong and austere, columnar even, the very image of Fortitude. On the ornamental panel on her left arm she wears, in emblematic fashion, the image of an upright vessel, a vase of poppies. 88 Holofernes by contrast is a vessel emptied of life. Artificially supported above a sagging cushion, his frozen limbs are, to borrow Vasari's expressive description, 'falling'. Already in the triangular bronze support that underpins and controls the dominant viewpoints for the group, reference is made to Holofernes' 'base' nature, that drunken luxuria that brought his downfall. The enebriated putti who disport themselves on the lower reliefs serve, as Charles Dempsey aptly puts it, as 'ornament in action that comments upon and enlarges the main theme'. 89 Similarly, in the double-baluster form of the monumental base, the counterpoint of upright and decadent bodies is reiterated in the abstract by an upright vase form standing above an upturned one. Even the fluid channels of the lower drum might be read as issuing from the upturned vessel, itself a recognisable symbol of drunkenness.
To a greater extent than the David, another example of humility triumphant, the base refigures both the thematic and formal division of the bronze sculpture and the rhetorical 'contrapposto' of the inscription. On the opposite side from the dedication to the patron, a second inscription, read: 'Kingdoms fall through luxury, cities rise through virtues. Behold the neck of pride severed by the hand of humility'. 90 Thus the rise of cities is counterweighted to the fall of kingdoms, humility overturns pride with the slice of a sword. Holofernes is clearly produced as the moral inversion of the upright Judith.
The dialectical quality of the pedestals for the early Medici bronzes accords with the extended imagery of triumph in this period, especially in the case of the Judith since it implicitly figures the base as the place of domination over vice. 91 Where the statue conquers, Gross has argued that the base itself is mythically construed as a victim. 92 While such a distinction is crude, certainly Donatello's Judith and, in direct emulation of it, Cellini's later Perseus bronze ( fig. 18 ), both offer an emotive overspill onto the pedestal from the conquered and broken body of the freshly dead or dying enemy. The conquering Judith also binds Holofernes as she slays him, an operation that could have evoked for Florentine viewers the famous Quattrocento imagery of the Petrarchan triumph. In panels representing the Trionfo di Amore of the 1460s onwards, (workshop of Apollonio di Giovanni, Pinacoteca Nazionale, Siena, Jacopo del Sellaiuolo, Museo Bandini, for example) Love's victims are 88 , 563-599 at 581-3) argues that the putti, appearing below Donatello's signature on the cushion also act as a 'signature gesture' in relation to Donatello's earlier work, being associated with his poetic creative powers. 90 In the Latin, the word 'cesa' (sever) cuts the distich in two: 'Regna cadunt luxu, surgunt virtutibus urbes:/ Cesa vides humili colla superba manu'. The version cited is from Passerini's codex in the Biblioteca Nazionale 140bis f. 153v (see Caglioti, Donatello, I,.9). Caglioti (100, note 80) argues that there may have been a now missing element to the pedestal that contained the old Medici inscriptions. The lozenge of darker marble standing proud as a stop marking the end/beginning of the later inscription could conceivably coincide with the original level of an inscription. bound around the base of his high, gilded, fountain-like pedestal while in the subsequent Trionfo di Pudicizia the naked Cupid is himself tied to the base of Chastity's pedestal. 93 Within the self-celebratory mode of Quattrocento public sculpture actual bases rarely include explicit representations of restrained enemies or 'vices'. Nonetheless, the pathetic, 'ornamental' and violent possibilities of subjugation did begin to be worked out in graphic inventions of the period that remain close to the festival culture of Trionfi. A niello design and a related Florentine print of the 1460s represents a triumphant all'antica woman, in the act of beheading a naked, bearded man (Hind A. II, 11) who is chained, seated, to a basin-shaped pedestal ( fig. 8) . 94 The victim adopts the pose of an antique seated Marsyas, the exemplum of defeated pride. 95 But the pedestal also extends its scope through a series of rings for tethering further 'captives', slaves perhaps to vice and 'baseness'.
The pedestal as an explicit site of moral and even sexual subjugation or subjection, already rendered ambivalent in this print, was markedly more problematic in monumental works. Famously, concern was voiced by the Florentine herald Francesco Filarete that Donatello's image of Judith beheading Holofernes was unfitting as an exemplar of a woman killing a man: as a 'segnio mortifero' she had brought bad luck on the city since her ill-starred installation at the town hall. 96 It is not until Medici rule became absolute that emasculated captives or prigioni, albeit in highly abstract form, first featured in Florence on the pedestal base of Baccio Bandinelli's Hercules and Cacus, erected in 1534. 97 In an decorative context this motif had begun to appear more frequently from the earlier sixteenth-century already, especially in Venice and the Veneto. In a sculptural ensemble like that by Riccio discussed below, such bound figures bring an emotive pathos to the realm of the base. While troubling to modern viewers, to contemporaries prisoners were construed as hierarchically appropriate and even imaginatively diverting ornaments.
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Statues in miniature Pedestals produced in Florence, Siena and Venice, especially in the wake of Donatello's models were highly inventive, drawing above all on a rich range of antique monumental 93 97 Weil-Garris Brandt ('On Pedestals, 396-7 and note 82) suggestively connects these figures to the monumental 'prisoners' and herms designed for the colossal pedestal-like structure of Michelangelo's early design for the tomb of Julius II. 98 See for example the pair of bronze candelabra for San Marco, Venice, commissioned in 1527 from Maffeo Olivieri (Danizio Cattoi in eds. Bacchi and Giacomelli, Rinascimento e passione per l'antico. cat. no. 82, 410-415). Satyrs appear bound near the foot while, high above, a ring of nude figures dance in triumph and hold up the inscription declaring the commission and authorship of the candelabrum.
features mined from objects such as funerary altars and marble candelabra. It may not have been the case that the original function of these spolia was always understood but, even when they were, an appreciation of artistic inventio meant this presented no bar to their imaginative re-application as pedestals. Equally the development of the formal vocabulary, if not the semantics, of the pedestal in the early modern period owed relatively little to antique literary descriptions of statues such as those of Pliny the Elder or Pausanius, not least perhaps because these writers were not concerned with the precise appearance of any of the statue bases they admired.
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Among contemporary sculptors directly inspired by antique ornament and the recent models of Donatello and Desiderio, the goldsmith Antonio del Pollaiuolo emerges as preeminent in the development of the pedestal. In addition to designing battle reliefs as a fitting ornament for the base of the equestrian monument, he pioneered integrally designed and cast bases for the revived genre of the bronze statuette). 100 Pollaiuolo's surviving bronze figures -which might be seen as smaller substitutes, or even calling cards,, for monumental commissionsare cast on a larger scale than surviving ancient statuettes and invited substantial pedestals (eg. figs. 9 and 10). These he designed, I would argue, both to condition the viewing of the small-scale figure along the heroic lines of the freestanding statua, which they evoke, and to produce the work as an object of the possessive gaze. With a more obvious derivation from ancient candelabrum tripods than Donatello's Judith, Pollaiuolo's triangular bases -actually truncated, three-sided pyramids -are adapted in terms of their height and breadth to the proportions of the figure they support. The corners and sides of the pedestal also effectively direct the beholder towards the ideal views onto the figure in the round and dramatise the subject, whose limbs often overhang the base. Such devices are indebted to Donatello but, by their application to the small scale, are turned to new effects. Ultimately the bases of Pollaiuolo's statuettes served to inscribe a new type of viewer: a collector and connoisseur of such intimate objects and of ancient art who could handle, contemplate and strategically place the work within their study to 'magnificent effect'.
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While the integral bases implicitly serve to highlight Pollaiuolo's own powers as a sculptor, the pedestals of two surviving single figures of Hercules Victor, also explicitly allude to the pedestal as a site of temporary tributes. That in Berlin ( fig. 9 ) bears an empty ansate tablet, whereas that in the Frick Collection, New York, apparently a later cast from a model of Hercules with his foot on an ox's skull, introduces trophies. 102 Like the carved garlands on 99 Pliny the Elder, Natural History, completed AD 70s; Pausanius, Description of Greece, 2 nd century AD. 100 The exemplary combination of contemporary equestrian warrior with an historiated base displaying battle reliefs is one we know of only from Vasari's description of the artist's drawing for a monument to Francesco Sforza. The drawing (now in Munich) has since had the base 'pieno di battaglie' carefully cut off it, see Wright, Pollaiuolo, . Roman funerary arae, these ornaments are shown as suspended, rather than permanently attached to the base and seem to imply an act of dedication. The viewer is called to imagine a ritual context in which these signs of honour were appended and, perhaps, to question why the prominent Berlin tablet bears no inscription. Does the sculptor invite the viewer's tribute to Hercules alone, or equally to himself, as a rival to the artists of antiquity? 103 The type of the 'trophy' base, adapted for the Frick figure was also adopted before 1490 on the pedestals of the, now lost, bronze statues of nude warriors, in the forecourt of Matthias Corvinus' royal palace at Buda. 104 In both the freestanding statue and its more affordable relative, the bronze statuette, the trophy ornament allowed the work to extend the inevitable imaginative dialogue both with surviving ancient bronzes and with ancient literary evocations of the ritual uses and belligerent themes of sculpture.
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The early Cinquecento It is in the field of the small bronze that some of the most ingenious adaptations of ancient furniture supports, including tripods, continued to be employed well into the sixteenth century, even if inconsistently. 106 Yet already in the early 1500s the gap between the ornamentation of bases for small domestic bronze furnishings, especially tableware, and that for freestanding figures opened wider. With the obvious exception of fountain sculpture, a more sober, architectural, rather than sculptural, aesthetic became the norm for bases for freestanding statues.
107 One spur to this may have been a fuller antiquarian knowledge of Roman practice -though it should be remembered that ancient statues were quite happily accommodated on funerary altars in the sixteenth century. 108 In the case of Michelangelo's David, which was influentially installed on an architectonic -and architect designed -plinth in 1504, the need to integrate the 'gigante' with the Prior's rostrum, to which it formed a high termination, would also have been a crucial factor. While still talismanic in its presence, the great eloquence, difficulty and classicising appearance of Michelangelo's statue was achieved at the expense of the ornamental and thematic charge of many Quattrocento ensembles -not least the columnar Judith which it replaced, or the inventive four doublebaluster pedestal for the Florentine lion (Marzocco), with which it continued to share the ringhiera.
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Tellingly it is Baccio Bandinelli, who aspired to Donatello and Michelangelo's honours, who chose to provide more ornate, encomiastic bases all'antica for several of his public sculptures. One of these, the ara-like pedestal carved by Benedetto da Rovezzano for the base of the Medici Orpheus, was designed c. 1516 to replace the decorative colonna of the bronze David removed in 1495. The Orpheus pedestal was a politically eloquent elaboration that seems, with its abundance of Medici devices, animal forms and ancient ornaments to flaunt that imaginative licence which Horace's Ars Poetica -a primary source for Orpheus itself -associated with both poetry and painting. 110 As already noted, Bandinelli also used a partially figured base for the Hercules and Cacus, a marble group designed to stand beside, and stand up to Michelangelo's David. It is perhaps significant for Bandinelli's embrace of eloquent ornament that his father had been a goldsmith. Amongst other activities Michelangelo di Viviano had mounted jewels and hardstones in Lorenzo 'il Magnifico's antiquities collection, evaluating them for dispersal in 1495 and collaborated with Antonio di Salvi, Pollaiuolo's pupil, on a silver cross for the Florentine Duomo.
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The liturgical pedestal: Riccio's candelabrum At the risk of irritating the purist, I wish briefly to trace the sustained early Cinquecento appreciation of the rhetoric of height and decorative richness as signs of honour in relation to another ecclesiastical work, one that, in function and imagery, can be read as a kind of super-base ( fig. 11) . The giant bronze Paschal candelabrum made by Andrea Briosco 'Il Riccio' for the Santo in Padua in some respects extends the legacy of Donatello's bronze sculpture in the city, but it also presents an extraordinary renewal of the pedestal as a 'cultic' form in direct dialogue with beliefs about ancient ritual practice. Designed to support the great Easter candle, Riccio's bronze is unusual for a candelabrum in that, reaching nearly four metres in height, it does not have integral feet but rests on its own, four-sided marble pedestal. This distinction effectively presents the candlestick itself as an honourable monument; yet it is one that is figured at every level as a support. The stacked structure and material richness of the candelabrum immediately recall the ornamental aesthetic of Filarete's 1460s architectural designs for Sforzinda, referred to above, not least his description of a gilded bronze paschal candle for the cathedral which he describes as, like the ancient Temple of Solomon, 'tanto ricco e con tanto ornamento'.
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The commission to Riccio from the Santo's administrative élite, the Massari dell'Arca, in June 1507 specified the candelabrum's height, materials (bronze, like those sculptures already decorating the choir of the Santo by Donatello, Bertoldo and Riccio himself) and that it was to be covered with stories, with freestanding figures at the corners and 'honorevole'. Leone, almost certainly supplied the work's complex iconographic programme. 114 The beautiful architectonic base, provided by Francesco di Cola and dated 1515, is itself nearly 1.5 metres high and is carved not with latin letters but what Alberti would have seen as the 'universal' language of images, in this instance antique vases and symbolic emblems in low relief. 115 On the front facing the nave ( fig. 11 ), a vas virtutum bears the Cross of salvation that is itself crowned with a vase of fire signifying, in a theological context, the immortal soul and the love of God that secures the soul's redemption. 116 The larger vessel is surrounded by arma christi appropriate to the liturgy of the Passion. Commenting in 1590 (Le religiose memorie) on the emblems on the base, which also include pagan sacrificial instruments, Valerio Polidori noted that they had much in common with hieroglyphs and were 'very similar to the mysteries of the Egyptians'.
117 Indeed, interpreted as allegories of the Church and of Christ's Passion and victory, the marble reliefs underpinned the learned, synchretic representation of Christianity within the candelabrum as whole. The lost inscription beneath the base emphasised that the monumental candlestick could be seen as a pyramid ('hanc pyramidem'), a form that was usually associated with a tomb function in the Renaissance.
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The 'pyramid' is hierarchically subdivided and the bronze part alone can be read as a series of honorary forms of diminishing scale piled one above the other. Within this cumulative rhetoric, each register serves as a pedestal for the next, and accordingly the majority have subjugated figures bound at each corner. These creatures may be read as the earth-bound 'other' to the transcendent imagery of liberation and victory found elsewhere on the monument. The lowest and largest tier with its four sphinxes and horned masks, unites features of the Roman funerary altar and the ancient candelabrum base with coped sides. The next sub-section, with bound satyrs surmounted by griffins, is also architectonic and altar-like, but from this point onwards the bronze becomes round in section, culminating in a baluster standing on a drum. According a similar centrality to cultic paraphernalia, the complex and learned iconography of the superimposed bronze reliefs also extends upwards the themes of the marble base: virtue, sacrifice, spiritual wisdom and victory in the Christian era sub gratia, 120 The largest figures, to whom the satyrs are subordinate, are Cardinal Virtues, but they appear in the guise of Roman matrons raised for admiration like statues on small, ornamented bases. Physically similar to reliefs of Victories surrounded by trophies as they appeared on Roman triumphal arches, they also carried a similar message. 121 The largest fields, closest to the viewer include the Christ Child recognised by Gentile kings (Adoration of the Magi), the burial of Christ's body, and his liberation of Adam and the worthy sub legis from Hell. In each of these readily recognisable narratives the protagonists are dressed all'antica, but it is with the fourth and last scene ( fig. 12) , without precedent in Christian iconography, that Christian liturgy is audaciously embedded in pagan religion.
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Instead of depicting the Resurrection, Christ appears with his wounds in the form of a freestanding statue in blessing: a triumphant bronze god on a tiered pedestal, at the centre of an ancient ritual of sacrifice. In front of the under life-size image, figures are gathered for the slaughter of a lamb at a small altar. 123 The ritual setting is animated by musicians playing pipes, singers, torch bearers, a priest and a laurel-crowned figure with a patera. The scene thus comments on the sacrifice of Christ as agnus dei, reenacted in the Mass, and on his saving resurrection, without actually representing them. As both Saxl and Blume have noted, the triumphant figure of Christ as Saviour is instead paralleled with the greatest god of Olympus in the relief frieze immediately below, where Jupiter is shown driving away bestial beings in his chariot of war. 124 In fact the precariously 'pagan' statue would have had an added claim to antiquity and authenticity for contemporaries since Riccio's cult object refers in both scale and pose to a large bronze figure of the Resurrected Christ made in the Veneto around 1490. This, as Nagel and Wood have shown, was understood to recreate or, as they would have it, substitute for an ancient bronze figure of Christ referred to most influentially in the Golden Legend.
The axially placed statue of the resurrected Christ on a layered pedestal acts, I would argue, as a kind of mise-en-abyme within the work as a whole, providing a gloss on its symbolic meaning and on the ritual and votive character of the work. The candelabrum too was originally placed, not to one side as now, but at the centre of the choir and was animated, like the sacrifice scene, as part of a ceremony of light within the basilica. To appreciate the efficacy of the bronze's pedestal function and its imagery one must re-imagine its role in the liturgy of the Easter Vigil. In this still active ritual, light from the 'new fire' representing the Lumen Christi of the Resurrected Christ was brought into the church, darkened after Good Friday, and hailed by the congregation as it is was processed to the east end. There the Paschal candle (at Padua already standing on the candlestick and reachable by temporary steps) was blessed and the deacon began the proclamation known as the Exultet, an injunction to rejoice at Christ's victory over death. In the middle of the proclamation the deacon paused to stick five grains of incense, representing Christ's wounds, into the wax. The Exultet represents this act as a sacrifice to God and the action turns the Paschal candle itself into a surrogate for the resurrected body of Christ. 126 The twelfth-century theologian Honorius of Autun, indeed, explained the allegorical meaning of the candle in just these terms: its wax signifying Christ's humanity, its wick his immortality and its flame his divinity.
127 Finally, at the statement 'Now also we know the praises of this pillar, which the shining fire enkindles to the honour of God', the candle was lit and, in a powerful gesture of expanding radiance from the sanctuary, other candles around the church would be lit from the Paschal flame.
Until its displacement to the Gospel side in 1593, the Paduan candlestick, set axially in relation to the high altar, reinforced the relationship between the candle, the body of Christ and the sacrifice of the Mass.
128 Viewed simultaneously as an ornamento of the high altar, as well as of the Santo and even the city, its success at its installation (long delayed by war) was resounding and immediate, with praise offered for the beauty and honour it brought to Padua. 129 The fact that it was the tallest work of its kind in northern Italy, even when compared with that of San Marco in Venice, is indicative of the monumental and implicitly competitive rôle it was designed to perform.
Patriotism was served by the medium as well as by the exceptional fusion of pagan forms and practices and Christian content in the Paschal candelabrum, a fusion extremely suggestive of humanist interests in the Veneto-Paduan milieu of the later fifteenth and early sixteenth century. The special part played there by bronzes in evaluating and instrumentalising the legacy of antiquity is well known. 130 But the extravagant ambition of Riccio's bronze as a type of pedestal all'antica is, I think, also paralleled in relation to a different monument of humanist culture, a work of literary fiction. As Planiscig first recognised, the pyramidal form of Riccio's candelabrum was anticipated in the golden Obelisk of the Triune God described and illustrated in the Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, a vernacular romance published in Venice 1499 and attributed to the Venetian Dominican humanist Francesco Colonna (1433-1527). 131 This highly original, not to say peculiar, composition, devotes large part of its ekphrastic display to detailed descriptions of imaginary ancient monuments and objects that, made to perform in various ways, overwhelm the perceptions of the dreamer, Poliphilo. 132 The Hypnerotomachia offers insight into the more arcane aspects of enthusiasm for an imaginary antiquity in the Veneto, of which the candlestick is a superlative product. It also suggests the way such a richly crafted work as the candelabrum could be embedded in a number of ritual frameworks, real, but also rhetorical and imagined, such that it could be appreciated as at once functional, monumental, ancient, didactic, symbolic, curious and sensually stimulating.
Antiquity on a pedestal: the 'Idolino'
The ability to re-interpret the legacy of antique art and re-animate it is, as we have seen, a key component in the presentation of sculpture already much earlier in the fifteenth century. Genuine ancient marbles and bronzes, including non-figural works, were increasingly also restored and given supports by modern craftsmen for aristocratic or patrician collectors. Such re-orderings of the ancient fragment, sometimes accompanied by general restoration work, collectively known as 'acconciatura', was frequently the preserve of those credited with expertise in things antique -sculptors and goldsmiths such as Andrea del Verrocchio or 'Antico'. 133 Thus the presentation of objects made by a different hand, while implicitly an act of completion and tribute, was no humble undertaking but a work of interpretation, often helping to fix a specific meaning.
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One of the most impressive examples of this function vis-à-vis an ancient sculpture in the Renaissance is another north Italian work, the very large bronze pedestal commissioned to support the nude youth that came later to be known as the 'Idolino' (now Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Florence, inv. no. 1637) ( fig. 13) . 135 The circumstances affecting the appearance of this pedestal, with its extensive animal ornaments and leaf-framed relief fields are not widely known and require some setting up. The life-size bronze boy it was made for was unearthed in Pesaro in October 1530. Generally now considered Augustan, it may initially have functioned as a lamp holder, but the work had a more prestigious Renaissance incarnation. 136 Immediately presented to Francesco Maria I della Rovere, Duke of Urbino it was restored for display shortly before his death (1537-8) as an ideal example of an ancient Greek statua and ultimately installed at the Duke's nearby locus amoenus, the magnificent extension to the Villa Imperiale. 137 This site, an imaginative rethinking of the villa models of both Bramante's Belvedere and Raphael's Villa Madama in Rome, was designed by Girolamo Genga largely, it seems, at the behest of Eleonora Gonzaga (1494-1570) who wanted it as a 'gift' for her husband. 138 According to a fragmentary biography of Francesco Maria I della Rovere, the bronze youth was placed in the 'Sala scoverta' or 'uncovered room'. This was, in fact, the large sunken courtyard of the villa extension. 139 Completed about 1538, this impressive space was constructed, according to its frieze inscription, as a place of repose between the Duke's military labours. 140 This is surely a significant interpretative context in which one can resituate the sculpture and its Renaissance base. Dominated by an architectural façade to the north with a central grotto and fountains, behind which hidden steps lead up to two garden terraces, the arrangement of the 'sala' is so theatrical as to have suggested to some a place of performance, though it not clear that it was ever actually used in this way. 141 The 'Idolino', with his demonstrative gesture and speaking pedestal, was certainly a prime actor there and one who might have obstructed any temporary staging, given his axial placement facing towards the deep colonnaded atrium to the south. The figure appears there, seen from behind, in Francisco de Hollanda's view of the Villa from the north. 142 ( fig. 14) Hollanda's drawing seems to show a high cyclindrical base with swags, perhaps an antique funerary urn, on a low, square socle or step, and it may be that this early view was taken before the provision of the bronze pedestal, though it may simply be an inaccurate rendering of the latter. What the drawing certainly clarifies is one motivation for the bronze base's monumentality at 146 cm high by c. 84 cm square; only on such a scale could it establish the small statue's visual significance within a courtyard some 15 metres deep and 30 metres wide.
There is no record of who designed and cast the pedestal, nor any modern consensus as to its date or attribution. On stylistic grounds, a Venetian workshop seems likely, and Middeldorf's attribution to the Venetian-trained Recanati firm of bronze casters Girolamo, Aurelio and Lodovico Lombardo, has recommended itself to a number of scholars on grounds of locality and on stylistic comparisons. These can be drawn, above all, with the vine-clad sacrament tabernacle bearing all'antica reliefs in Milan cathedral (1559-60), though an earlier date for the pedestal -closer to that of the statue's restoration and perhaps not many years after Francesco Maria I's death in 1538 -is preferable. 143 Mancini, reporting in 1531on the excavation of the figure, mentions the earlier discovery on the same property of a granite panther, a beast associated with bacchic triumph. Together with the two bronze vine branches that accompanied the statue (and that are apparently held by the figure in Hollanda's drawing), these provided the archaeological 'evidence' for the identification of the god. The pedestal was clearly commissioned not only to present the freestanding figure as a major work of Greek sculpture, appropriate to a grandiose, classicising setting, but, like the sala scoverta itself, but to show-case the wealth, learning and culture of its latter-day owners. Through words and images, the pedestal stabilised the prestigious identification of the bronze more precisely as an early cult object, an idol, through association with the Temple of Apollo at Delphi. On the front of the pedestal are symmetrically inscribed the words: 'ut potui huc/ veni / delphis et /fratre re/licto' 'As [soon as] I was able I came here having left behind Delphi and my
The pedestal form is basically architectonic but with a smaller transitional socle area beneath the statue itself and with decorative paraphernalia inventively adapted from that of funerary altars. These include goat's head protomes, here supporting (bacchic) ivy garlands, doubleheaded vessels issuing entwined snakes and what appear to be aquatic 'panthers' at the lower corners. This ornamental vocabulary thus stongly reinforces the cultic quality of the pedestal as an 'alta ara' (altar). The whole is raised on a deep socle bearing a prominent wave pattern echoing the panthers' tails, a feature that, together with the borders of vines and ivy leaves, further supports the idea that the pedestal was designed in the knowledge of the sculpture's rhetorical placement as well as its general setting, before a garden and water feature.
The very prominent inscription, like that of the courtyard and façade of the villa, was composed by no less than Pietro Bembo, the unrivalled scholar of Greek and antiquarian (friend of de Leone), who like many humanists learned his epigraphic skill from studying, among other things, ancient funerary urns. 144 In a letter of 28 July 1533 to the Venetian ambassador, Conte Giovan Jacopo Leonardi, Bembo suggested the pedestal should read: "Ut potui huc veni Phebo Delphisque relictis" ('As [soon as] I was able I came here having left behind Phoebus and Delphi') with the further explanation that 'Bacchus was worshipped in antiquity in Delphi, together with Apollo'.
145
. As Iozzo has argued, the inscription, slightly adjusted on the pedestal, refers to the cult of Dionysos at the sanctuary of Apollo at Delphia sanctuary which Plutarch (De E apud Delphos, 9, E 388) claimed also belonged to Phoebus' half brother Dionysus, to whom it was entrusted in the winter months. 146 Thus, for the initiated, the inscription spoke to the function of the new part of the Pesaro villa as a summer residence symbolically associated with bucolic retreat. 147 The lack of any inscription on the back face is probably due to its position, since the courtyard's mise-en-scene privileged the frontal view with the triumphal architecture forming an appropriate backdrop. Rather than dionysiac revels, the side panels contain two elegantly composed scenes (30 x 44 cm) from which the god himself is absent. These beautifully chased works, modulating between very low and high relief, can be understood as 144 145 Frulli, 'Girolamo Lombardo', 406. 146 Iozzo,'Il base'. 147 For the villa as summer residence: Pinelli and Rossi, Genga architetto, 138. Miotto ('Rapporto', 28 -30) argues that the Villa Imperiale was built specifically as the summer wing of a double residence, of which the old Villa Sforza was the winter residence.
completed by the 'triumphant' figure of the bronze statua above. 148 That to the left ( fig. 15 ) constitutes an highly unusual 'Triumph of Ariadne'. 149 Bacchus's mortal bride, holding a staff, is borne in a panther-drawn biga accompanied by beautifully muscled satyrs, and crowned with the bacchic vine by a nymph, much as a victor in a Roman triumph. 150 The pose of the victrix, and the nearest panther are especially close to a grisaille fresco in the Sala della Calunnia of the adjacent old wing of the villa showing the 'Triumph of a goddess' in a liondrawn chariot. 151 The episode, associated both with Bacchus's nuptials and his victorious return from Indian conquests was appropriate both to Della Rovere's role as a military captain and the inscription of the Villa as his wife's gift.
The second, equally dynamic, side panel shows a nymph or priestess pouring a libation over a burning tripod altar to which a reluctant sacrificial goat is dragged by a man in phrygian dress ( fig. 16 ). Those familiar with Greek literature might have known that it was from the phrygians that Bacchus adopted his religious rites. 152 Certainly it this scene -whose imagery may derive from a Latin source, Virgil's Georgics in which the sacrifice of the he-goat to Bacchus is described -that constructs the bronze statua as a cult image of Dionysus. 153 The relief thus affirms the implication of Bembo's inscription that the god has issued directly from his temple at Delphi. He appears during those summer months when Phoebus/Apollo, according to legend, had returned to Delphi from Hyperborea.
In both scenes, unusual prominence is given to the female protagonist. Though at one level she is evidently subordinate, an explanatory support to the main actor, it is conceivable that the active role of Ariadne in the Triumph was intended as an oblique tribute to Eleonora Gonzaga, who resided at Pesaro during the summer, often in her husband's absence. The highly cultivated daughter of Isabella d'Este, Eleonora was a major protagonist in the 148 The pedestals is assembled from four large sections of hollow, four-sided mouldings, divided by the four side panels, with just the triumph relief let in separately. 149 extension and re-modelling of the villa while Francesco Maria was on campaign. 154 Though clearly not acting in isolation, Eleonora was rhetorically given credit for the Villa Nuova in Bembo's inscription over the south façade of the villa and, as Scilimati has argued, she was implicitly accorded a parallel tribute to her husband in the mythological cycle of grisailles adorning the aforementioned Sala della Calunnia.
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The tailor-made base of the 'Idolino', which remained with the sculpture when it was given to Ferdinand II de' Medici by Francesco Maria II della Rovere in 1630, is not only richly classicising, it is exceptional for its magnificent material and adaptation to its physical and rhetorical setting. Rather than referring directly to its Renaissance owners, however, the pedestal produces an eloquent cultic significance for an ancient bronze, and, being made of bronze itself and inscribed in Latin, effectively substituted as an antique itself. The inscription, written as speech, gives direct agency to the god as one who has arrived post haste from his Grecian temple. Though released from duty he is still, like the Della Rovere rulers, triumphant, and 'peace-bringing'. 156 Indeed, Bacchus could have been seen here as an appropriate figure for the off-duty military leader following the construction of the god in just these terms in the historical writing of Diodorus Siculus. 157 The imagery of the base must, therefore, have been devised with the help of someone familiar with the scenography of the Villa Imperiale and with the Della Rovere agenda. While the bacchic subject and pagan imagery of transformation and sacrifice addressed to an élite audience are perfectly attuned to the ethos of a villa all'antica, its propriety is striking: the bacchantes' snake ornament is, for example, discreetly absorbed into the image of a cult vessel. 158 In the learned address of the base we are reminded of the cultural milieu evoked by Castiglione's Calandria, performed for Francesco Maria I Della Rovere at Urbino in 1513, to which Miotto and others have alluded, but also of Jacopo Sadoleto's platonic dialogue Phaedrus. 159 This, elegant dispute between the values of philosophy and rhetoric was fictively located in the convivial surroundings of Jacopo Galli's suburban villa, home of Michelangelo's drunken Bacchus.
their sculptural trophies, clearly standards for the display of ancient statuary, even in the mid sixteenth century, were still in the making. This allowed the unruly, puzzling fragment to retain something of the incongruous allure that Roman objects described in the Mirabilia literature had done already in the Middle Ages. 161 The Pesaro Bacchus by contrast is imaginatively brought to order and visibly given an illustrious past.
The inhabited pedestal
Literary descriptions of ancient works by Pliny the Elder or Pausanius communicated the votive function of ancient bases but rarely offered more specific testimony. In one case we are told, for example, that the pedestal of Phidias' famous cryselephantine statue of Pallas at Athens was enriched with a story showing twenty 'figures of newborn gods' called the 'Birth of Pandora' 162 Pausanius (II, 27.2) describes an ivory and gold statue by Asklepios on whose supporting throne were carved heroic battles against the fearful and monstrous, amongst them Bellerophon fighting the Chimera and Perseus carrying off Medusa's head. 163 It is an iconic version of this latter encounter that is represented in Benvenuto Cellini's great bronze for Cosimo I de' Medici (18) and it may be no coincidence that Perseus's pedestal, produced from about 1547 to 1554, also offers for it a myth of origin. With his father Zeus to the fore, the child Perseus beside his mother Danäe to the left (19), his protectress Pallas to the right and Mercury behind, a series of bronze figures in niches ornament the base in poses that are variants on the impressive theme of the principal figure. Below, and somewhat apart from the altar-like pedestal proper, carved in marble, is a further bronze element, the narrative relief showing a subsequent moment to the slaying of the Gorgon, the hero's rescue of the chained Andromeda. As Cole has pointed out, it was, according to Ovid, as a postscript to this victory that Perseus built three altars and sacrificed to the gods Mercury, Jupiter and Pallas. 164 A place of origin for the statue it supports, the pedestal, for those familiar with the Perseus legend from Ovid, also folds back into the Perseus' myth as a site of dedication to the gods, whom Cellini shows as still invigorate in bronze, both objects/idols and beings.
Evoking in a stylish all'antica visual language the original cultic function of bronze statuary, Cellini's approach to the pedestal is also characteristically that of a goldsmith 'setting' a prized piece. As, arguably, the most ambitious pedestal of the entire sixteenth-century it embraces sculptural qualities at the expense of architectural ones and revives, if it in no way imitates, the kind of inventive design associated with Florentine Quattrocento goldsmiths, bronze casters and marble carvers such as Donatello, Antonio del Pollaiuolo or the Da Maiano brothers. By entering into a deliberate dialogue with the earlier sculptures of the piazza, the Perseus particularly invited comparison with another Medici bronze work, the Judith and Holofernes column, by then also situated under the Loggia de' Lanzi. Though the pedestal itself is not as high as that of the Judith, it ingeniously integrates into, and borrows from, the height of the parapet in order to produce more elevated proportions. The marble panel framing the relief is superimposed over the Loggia wall and serves as a kind of historiated predella. Optically the relief registers as connected to the pedestal and gives the whole the appearance of a column.
It has been convincingly argued that the reversal of the relations of vanquished to victor relative to the Judith effectively reinstated the patriarchal order; it has also been said that Perseus, holding aloft the head of the slain Gorgon, acted as a reminder of the power of the state to execute its enemies. 165 Since Cosimo I had intended at the outset only a figure of Perseus, such a provocative implication cannot have been deliberate, but in the statue's final form it was hard to avoid. 166 Certainly the work was not, as its bronze ancestors were, being held up as an example to Florentine citizens. Instead it was intimately associated with the individual figure of the autocratic prince, Cosimo I, whose astrological sign of Capricorn was referred to in the protome ornaments of the pedestal. Cosimo too was official head of the Accademia Fiorentina, of which the composer of the elegant latin epigrams that give voice to the statuettes, Benedetto Varchi, was a leading light. The raising up of this embodiment of masculine potency reflected, for better or worse, directly onto Cosimo's rule.
While the pedestal seems, like the figure of Medusa, to represent another bid by Cellini to squeeze more out the commission than it had immediately afforded, his own identity is not directly alluded to on the base, rather his name appears prominently on the strap crossing the hero's naked torso, imitating Michelangelo's inscription on his only signed work, the Vatican Pietà, but making Cellini's own agency explicitly heroic. In truth it is not as common as one might imagine even in this later period for the pedestal itself to advertise the name of the sculptor, as opposed to the donor. Among Cellini's Florentine contemporaries it was above all Baccio Bandinelli, always anxious to present his work in competitive terms and adopt a socially elevated persona, who regularly appended his name to the socles of his monumental marbles including the Hercules and Cacus that looked disapprovingly across at the Perseus from the steps of the Palazzo Vecchio. 167 Only considerably later, in Venice, did Alessandro Vittoria begin consistently and insistently to inscribe his name on the low integral socles of his sculptures both large and small. 168 The immediate spur to this practice may well have come in Vittoria's case from the example of Jacopo Sansovino but more broadly it is indebted to suppositions about antique practice, not least the misleading late antique inscriptions OPUS FIDIAE and OPUS PRAXITELIS on the structures supporting the marble Horse Tamers on the Quirinal in Rome.
Although Cellini gave the working of the marble over to two professional carvers, his agency is everywhere displayed in the pedestal by an overflow of visual wit. The inventions of grotesque ornaments especially invite interpretation as the product of Cellini's own visual and verbal fantasia. Purposefully delighting and afrighting the viewer, night creatures, deeply undercut, frame the inscribed cartouches. Sunken-eyed death masks beltching hellish or sacrificial smoke crown the niches. Punning 'pedes' detached from their caryatid owners (whose Ephesian breast-plates are another kind of mask) emerge as a second base below the lower moulding. These motifs show a concern to vary but also elaborate the themes of the main group, not least those of horror, dismemberment, and excess. Employing the lurking imagery of death or mortification they also frame the superior 'life' both of the statue and the pedestal's own sculpture gallery of bronzes, cast by Cellini himself.
169 While Medusa's contorted, scarcely-dead limbs spill over from the group above, Mercury, in fact, is poised to defy entirely the containment of his marble niche. The flight of Cellini's fantasy, manifest as a knowing restaging of antique motifs, ornament and the inventive traditions of Florentine sculptors and goldsmiths, pushes beyond the boundaries of the pedestal. Here the sculptor's own astrological deity is self-evidently Mercury.
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To move from Donatello's Medici bronzes to Cellini's Perseus of a century later is to trace a familiar arc in the history of freestanding statuary. In this article I have sought to bring into focus what such a Renaissance revival of bronze statuary, 'rests on', focussing on pedestals as characterising features that, because of their physical and ontological separateness from the main sculptural content, could gain a particular purchase on it. As ornamenti the substantial pedestals designed for bronzes almost always come 'after', both as furnishing and as elaboration. As such, they often escape the viewer's conscious attention altogether. But high pedestals impacted enormously on the command of the statue over the viewer and closer attention to them highlights the increasingly eloquent ways that they enter into a dialogue with the objects they sustain. While occasionally at the centre of ritual practices, broadly defined, it is rather the pedestal's appeal to an imaginative ritual setting that emerges as distinctive from the later fifteenth century, sometimes going as far as to provide an imagined before-and after-life for the principal figure. By evoking antique practice or even specifying a sacral context, the pedestal added value to the sculpture by enriching, or even forging, its status both as a presence and as a work of art. Nor does this staging as art in any way diminish the political functions or implications of freestanding statues, indeed the reverse. It is precisely in the honorific and ordering work given to the high pedestal that the triumphalist ideology of Italian Renaissance states appears at its most blatant and the related social anxiety to distinguish the privileged spectator is most clearly revealed.
Word count: 14,657 169 In one of Agnolo Bronzino's encomiastic poems, he addresses the statuettes of the base in terms that parallel the 'burning love' and sweet pain that generated the child Perseus to Cellini's own pains of labour, see Cole, Cellini, 56-8. 170 The astrological tradition according to which inventors of all kinds, including goldsmiths and sculptors, were 'children' of Mercury is represented most famously in the fifteenth-century Mercury engraving from the series of the Planets attributed to Baccio Baldini.
